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 A: This is a personal preference thing, but if I need to save a document as an EPUB file I like to use the EPUB Document Type
as defined in the specification. This file contains multiple metadata files and is not an open standard, but does work well for my
needs. The reason I use it as opposed to a Word document is that it will show properly formatted date and times and such for the

table of contents, and bookmarks work perfectly. However, if you don't have the time to build a custom XML file, or if you
simply can't find a solution, your best bet is probably to save as a CSV file. In Notepad++ (as an example) you can simply open
the CSV file and copy/paste the content into the "Metadata" tab of the "EPUB Document" settings. For XML files, I have to say

that I'm really a fan of Calibre. It allows you to define custom XML files, and I've had a lot of success with them in my own
personal use. It's probably the tool you're most familiar with, though, so I'm afraid I can't make any specific recommendations.
A couple years ago, I wrote a program for saving the structure of XML files (and one other format) and the contents of the file
(as both XML and another format), and which was used to create EPUBs. The program is available here. It has some options

and other features which you might find useful. The structure-saving part is called the "XML save utility", though it was
originally written to save HTML as XML. (But it can save other formats as well.) You can use the XML save utility to save the

content of HTML files into a XML format suitable for saving into EPUBs. There are some options in the UI which allow you to
do this for just the title, just the contents, or both. The program itself does not save EPUBs, but the XML format is suitable for
putting into a EPUB. You can run the XML save utility from the command line, or the program can be run from the command
line. You can also specify a filename for a saved XML file. You can save HTML files into the other format, or you can use the

program to combine the content of HTML files into other files. The program uses Perl for its language, and uses XML::Compile
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